When it comes to risk
management in the
transformative age,
when does less become
more?
Integrated Risk Management Webinar
for ISACA LA Chapter

This presentation is meant to accompany the voice-over as
presented by Michael Ruiz during the May 19th, 2020 ISACA
LA Chapter Webinar.
Please refer to the video recording for addition details and
answered Q&A.

What are we hearing?

Excerpt from EY Corporate Controllers Leadership Network (CCLN) Pulse Survey — May 2020
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How are companies responding
Heightened Board level visibility needs into risks across the enterprise
Increased pressure to reduce spend while keeping risk at an acceptable level
GRC programs are being revisited for lack of value
Enterprise Risk Management programs are being scrutinized if they lack connection to
the business
Expectation to capture synergies from cross-program data
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Where do you think you are in your IRM journey?
Systems and Processes Not Developed

Systems and Process Development In Progress

Mature Integration of Systems and Processes

Risk management functions are struggling to
develop systems and processes. Some
technology enablement may be in place, but
siloed. Formalized integrated processes are not
developed.

Systems and / or processes are developed and
may be mature, but siloed. Integration of risk
management functions is not in place. Multiple
taxonomies and technologies may exist.

A strong sense of integration is already in place
and new business areas would like to be
onboarded. More efficient processes could be
utilized and there may be an appetite for
emerging technology tools.

Key Questions
• Does your existing risk program build Trust with your consumers, business partners, investors and regulators?
• Are you capturing synergies from using aligned governance, processes and technologies across your risk management ecosystem?
• How confident are you that risks across your risk management program are measured consistently and aligned with your enterprise performance appetite?
• Are you exploring how to simplify your risk management ecosystem?
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Polling Question 1
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How many separate risk or
compliance programs does your
company have in place?
a.
1
b.
2
c.
3
d.
4
e.
5+
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Risk management is an enterprise wide responsibility



Chief executive
officer





Strategy integration
► How is risk
management
infused into and
informing the
strategic
decisions you are
making?
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Chief digital
officer
Chief information
officer
Chief technology
officer

Digital strategy
How are you
embedding risk
and control
considerations as
the organization
evolves into new
ways of work?

►






Chief audit
executive
Chief risk officer
Chief compliance
officer

Risk portfolio
► How do you
consider the
breadth of the risk
portfolio (upside,
outside, downside
risk)?






Chief financial
officer
Chief operations
officer

Efficiency and
effectiveness
► How integrated is
your risk and
compliance
function in order
to provide value
and insights to
the organization
and to drive
actions and
decisions?





Chief innovation
officer
Chief strategy
officer
Chief marketing
officer

Strategy integration
► How are you
engaging with
risk functions to
build trust and
drive confidence
and
transformation
within your
organization?
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Chief information
security officer

Second line cohesion
► How are you
aligning your
security activities
with enterprise
value at risk?
► How do you
identify the right
data to help
manage upside
risk?



Chief security
officer
Environmental
health and safety

Integration
► How well are you
integrated into
the customer
journey and with
other risk and
compliance
functions?

Leading organizations are doing the following to maximize the value of their
risk programs

Rationalizing risk
management programs and
supporting technologies

Quantifying risk in dollars ($)
to drive optimized
investments

Moving from compliance
mindset to value-at-risk
mindset

Tying risk programs to
broader company Trust
initiatives to drive cohesive
internal and external
communications
Driving to evidence-based
insights through analytics

Automating where ROI
makes sense

Cascading enterprise risk
concepts across lines of
defense
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Integrating risk management capabilities accelerates program effectiveness

To be successful,
organizations will need to
shift their focus from a
compliance-based mindset to
a risk-based mindset to
embrace upside
opportunities and manage
outside and downside risks
optimally based on value at
risk
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Upside risks

Outside risks

Downside risks

Risks that offer benefits.
Risks significant to the
organization’s ability to
execute its business
strategy and achieve its
objectives

Risks that offer
negative or positive
benefits beyond the
organization’s control

Risks that offer negative
impacts. Risks that an
organization is focused
on eliminating, avoiding,
mitigating or transferring
in a cost-effective
manner

Potential for innovations
to grow consumer bases

Actions of existing and
emerging competitors

Information security and
cybercrime (also an outside
risk)

Increasing market share

Geopolitical and
economic megatrends

Employee fraud, and
regulatory compliance

Acquiring, managing and
deriving value from new
assets and talent

Demographic and
environmental
megatrends

Enterprise resiliency ‒
technology and business
continuity
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Embedding integrated risk into the fabric of your business will build Trust with
your consumers, business partners, and communities in which you operate

Enterprise Risk
Management

Balanced portfolio designed to embrace disruption while
managing negative outcomes

Cyber Risk
Management

Evaluating risks across multiple dimensions to monitor what must go right (upside),
what could go wrong (downside) and what could surprise you (outside)

Digital Risk
Management

Risk-enabled products and services to accelerate innovation
and speed to market

Integrated Risk
Management
Components

Third Party
Risk
Management

Embedding risk into the agile development life cycle to design and sustain trust
along the customer journey

Risk-informed business decisions to instill confidence
Digitizing risk intelligence to enable predictive and real-time reporting
to drive agile decision-making aligned with strategic priorities
(from the board to line managers focus on what matters most)

Operational
Risk
Management
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Privacy

Digital mindset and culture to deliver trust

Transforming the organization to design a business and risk strategy
that is more customer-centric and relationship-driven
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Polling Question 2
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What types of risk management
programs are in place at your
company (select one or more):
a.
Enterprise risk management
b.
Cyber risk management
c.
Third party risk management
d.
Operational risk management
e.
I don’t know
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Integrating risk management components drive decision and investment
synergies while reducing cost
Consolidated Risk Registers within one tool allows for a better
understanding of risks across the enterprise
Enterprise Risks
Cyber Risks

Integrated remediation plans gives executives
a risk-prioritized view of enterprise wide issues

Integrating across modules creates
synergy of response plans

Risk Response
Plans

Remediation

Integrates the organization’s controls with
regulatory requirements, industry leading
practice frameworks, and the organization’s
policy framework to drive consistency and
improve compliance efficiency

Unified Control
Library
Control
Assessment

Privacy Control Assessment
Process Control Assessment
IT Asset Assessment
Third Party Risk Assessment
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Operational Risks

Risk Register

Privacy Control Remediation
Control Redesign
Personnel Training
Vendor Control Remediation

Enterprise wide control assessment results are
utilized to limit duplicative testing

Vendor Risks
Privacy Risks

Allows risk-based decisioning across the
enterprise for streamlined functionality and
visibility
IT Asset Profiling
Vendor Inherent Risk Assessments
Operational Process Profiling
Privacy Impact Assessment

Asset Risk
Profiling

Risk-Based
Control Plans

Strategy updates
Cyber Technology Investments
3rd Party Contract Updates
Privacy Procedure Updates

Utilizing one system for all enterprise risks creates more
streamlined test plans for all business areas
Privacy Test Plans
Vendor Test Plans
Application Test Plans
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IT Asset Test Plans
Process Control Test Plans

Note: Examples shown in grey

Polling Question 3
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Given the situation with the
pandemic, how much cost is your
company looking to take out of its
risk and compliance functions:
a.
None
b.
1-5%
c.
5%-10%
d.
10%-20%
e.
20%+
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Illustrative integrated risk management transformation approach
Adjust internal/external
communication
plans

Risk strategy
program updates

Refine risk program
foundations

Refine integrated risk
framework including
governance, risk
appetite/tolerances, action
criteria and risk
quantification ($) as
applicable to iteratively
mature program

Adjust communications to
internal and external
audiences to reflect latest
integrated risk program
capability

Decompose risks into risk
scenarios, refine loss
exposure, and build
coordinated action plans

Risk owners and steering
committee coordinate to
prioritize and fund action

Execute risk-based testing and
monitor KRIs
Conduct testing of controls through
continuous monitoring, robotic
process automation or manual
validation, and monitor key risk
indicators

Build KRI metrics for
identified risks to serve as
leading and lagging
indicators of risk posture

Address findings and deficiencies
prioritized by risk

IRM Tools and Technologies
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Build Key
Risk Indicators (KRIs)

GRC Technologies

Risk Quantification Tools

Analytics

Robotic Process Automation

Reporting Tools

AI Risk Insight Technologies

Resolve findings and deficiencies
through risk-based prioritization to fix
what matters based on business value

Automate
risk register

Tracked KRI metric results
automatically update risk
posture within risk
register

Communicate internally and
externally

v

Conduct asset risk profiling and build
control plans based on business risk

Embed action
plans into
business planning

Build coordinated
action plans

v

Risk execution
program updates

Identify and evaluate key
business risks, determine
risks that require action and
quantify loss exposure

Conduct asset risk profiling

Update unified control library
Update regulatory or business
mappings. Refine meta-data as
appropriate (e.g., control level
assignment, performance frequency,
validation frequency, etc.)

Conduct risk
assessments

Communicate risks, actions and
priorities internally (enterprise view,
geographic view, BU view) and
externally (consumers, business
partners, regulatory bodies)

Successful risk management programs
align to a common integrated foundation
and are enabled through coordinated
tools and technologies to drive synergies,
enforce cross-functional governance and
enable global scalability and alignment
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Extract further value by incorporating risk monetization across
the integrated risk program

3

1
Business
stakeholders are
asking questions
about risk mitigation
that current
qualitative methods
cannot answer

Key stakeholders
(e.g., Board, Audit
Committee, CEO,
CFO) base business
investment decisions
on return on
investment (ROI)

The risk questions
being asked by
stakeholders are
more sophisticated
than what today’s
qualitative
assessments can
answer

2
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5
Green, amber and red
categories make sense
for rapid risk triage,
but are insufficient to
prioritize effectively
investment options to
balance risk, cost and
value

4

Organizations are
supplementing their
qualitative
assessments with
quantitative ($USD)
measures to drive risk
treatment options
based on value at risk

Risk monetization should be deployed broadly and consistently throughout the
integrated risk management program, examples include…

1

Determine
vendor ROI

2

Compare
risk issues
consistently
using $USD
at risk

5

Develop risk
treatment
business case

6

Determine
Privacy legal
exposure

3

Optimize
cyber
insurance
coverage

4

7

Align risk
program spend
with value

8

Source: FAIR Institute
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Challenge
policy
exception
validity

Determine asset
criticality in
business terms

Polling Question 4
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Is your company using quantitative
methods to represent risk in dollars
($)?
a.
Yes
b.
No
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Benefits
• Consistency across the organization on how risks are assessed and reported
• Eliminate redundancies especially in risk functions that are common across different
assessments
• Better risk data and information provide an opportunity to aggregate risks and reduce the
level of risk for certain business activities
• Better decision-making through cross-functional data
• Enabler for advanced automation and use of automation
• Cost savings due to…
•

standardized approach and streamlined activities

•

increased automation

•

managed services where it makes sense

• Increased value capture from risk program
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Presentation title

ISACA LA Chapter Integrated Risk Management Webinar
US West: Integrated Risk Management Solution Leader

Michael Ruiz
Partner

Michael is a Partner in Ernst & Young’s Risk Transformation
practice specializing in risk management and the supporting
tools and technologies to accelerate the stand-up and
operation of risk management programs. Michael has spent
17 years helping clients navigate their dynamic business
and regulatory journeys through transformative risk and
compliance programs.

When it comes to risk management in the transformative
age, when does less become more?
As a response to the dynamic regulatory and business environment, many
organizations find themselves setting up siloed risk management programs. While this
approach can be very effective in the early stages of an organization, there are
diminishing returns to additional programs, and organizations will begin to struggle
with reconciling program outputs when making investment and resource allocation
decisions. During this presentation, we will explore how leading organizations are
making strides to integrate their risk management programs to accelerate business
decision making.
We will discuss the following during our presentation:
•
•
•
•
•
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What leading organizations are doing to maximize the value of their risk
programs
Foundational components of an integrated risk management program
Making the transition to align risk management programs
Incorporating risk quantification (dollars) to drive aligned investment
comparisons
Effective use of tools and technologies to integrate risk programs
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Presentation title

EY | Assurance | Tax | Transactions | Advisory
About EY
EY is a global leader in assurance, tax, transaction and
advisory services. The insights and quality services we
deliver help build trust and confidence in the capital markets
and in economies the world over. We develop outstanding
leaders who team to deliver on our promises to all of our
stakeholders. In so doing, we play a critical role in building a
better working world for our people, for our clients and for
our communities.
EY refers to the global organization, and may refer to one or
more, of the member firms of Ernst & Young Global Limited,
each of which is a separate legal entity. Ernst & Young
Global Limited, a UK company limited by guarantee, does not
provide services to clients. Information about how EY
collects and uses personal data and a description of the
rights individuals have under data protection legislation are
available via ey.com/privacy. For more information about
our organization, please visit ey.com.
Ernst & Young LLP is a client-serving member firm of
Ernst & Young Global Limited operating in the US.
© 2019 Ernst & Young LLP.
All Rights Reserved.
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This material has been prepared for general informational purposes only and is
not intended to be relied upon as accounting, tax or other professional advice.
Please refer to your advisors for specific advice.
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